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“ By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition,and by a careful application
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MESMERISM, WITH HINTS FOR BEGINNERS.
By CAPTAIN JOHN JAMES

(Formerly of the Ninetieth Light Infantry).

A text-book by an Author who has had thirty years’ experience in Mesmerism.
. “ Captain James is, it is needless to say, a very firm believer
in the reality and uses of the mesmeric sleep, and he lias here
thrown together the results of his own experiences, at the request
of his publisher. We agree with -Mr. Harrison that the author
has treated the subject exactly iu the way in which it is desirable
that matters on which the public require information should he
treated; and he tells concisely, and yet fully, many of the
secrets of what is still regarded in many quarters as a somewhat
dark art. Want of faith is, he argues, the great bar to the pro
gress of what he terms ‘ a just appreciation of the powers and
the blessings to be derived from a proper use of mesmerism,' and

he holds that one of the chief causes of the failure of mesmerists
is, that they give up the trail too quickly, and that they also
mesmerise far too many persons. As to the beneficial results of
mesmerism, our author lias no doubts whatever, whether as a
cure for epilepsy, headache, toothache, or other ailment; and his
final advice to the practitioner is, ‘ Call it what you like, but per
sistently employ it for the bereftt of the sick and suffering.
Even if Captain James fails to make converts by his little volume,
he may at any rate he credited witn Having written an interesting
work in a thoroughly pleasant way.”—The Publisher’s Circular.
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BY F. F. COOK.
“‘Spiritualism,’ as Mr. F. F. Cook points out in his very able paper, ‘ is Revolution,
not simply Reform.’ This is exactly the view that I have long had impressed upon me.
There is very little conservative about it; little that is orderly, any more than there was in
the great Revolution that left us Christianity. It is an upheaval, and is attended with all the
apparent disorder and chaotic confusion of an earthquake. * * * In order rightly to
estimate the progress of the movement, it is necessary to view it from within, and from the
standpoint of the Spiritualist. In no other way can any clue be got to what seem its
manifold absurdities, contradictions, and vulgarities, to say nothing of other more serious
blemishes. In this pamphlet Mr. Cook points out with much shrewdness and force, that the
movement which we call Spiritualism is controlled and governed by spiritual methods from
a spiritual plane, and that what we see around us hero are the results of causes over which
we have comparatively little command.”—“M. A. (Oxon.)” in Higher Aspects of Spirit

ualism.
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fanatics. Mr. Cook is a hundred times more of a ‘ philosopher ’ than many of the sublime
persons who would have there doubts about listening to him. We commend it to such H V
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This book shows that one section at least of the phenomena of Spiritualism is produced
Dy the spirits of departed human beings, who have passed over the river of Death. It
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In another column Mr. Roden Noel describes how a photograph was passed into a
book-slate, the closed frame of which had
paper pasted all round its edges, which paper
was afterwards sealed in several places with
wax impressed with his signet ring.
How was it done ?
The experience is common that at seances the
hands and faces of physical mediums are often
duplicated by spirit power. But this is not
all. Mr. Simmons described in these pages
last week, how he had seen not only the hand,
but the white cuff and end of the coat-sleeve
of Henry Slade, duplicated under test conditions. There arc two or three instances on
record of Ira Davenport having been seen duplicated, dress and all. Mr. A. R. Wallace
once described how he was present at a seance
when a wine-glass was placed under a table,
and immediately noises began exactly as if
two were clinking together there. In fact,
scattered up and down the literature of Spiritualism, are several direct and indirect examples,
of the duplication of material substances in the
presence of mediums.
Possibly a phantom of the photograph first
formed inside the slate. As it grew more and
more substantial, the photograph outside became less so, until at last nothing was left outside the slate, aud the whole picture had
reached the inside.
No such process as this is known to physicists.
In electroplating, a metal is conveyed invisibly
across a width of transparent fluid, but it does
not then assume the form and shape of the
metallic plate from which it came.

Published Weekly. Pbice Twopence.
10s. lOd. per annum Post Free within the limits of the United
Kingdom, and within the English and Foreign Postal Union.
EDITED BY WILLIAM H. HARRISON,
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A Death Scene:—Mrs. Juliet Heurtley (Hart-Davies)
lias great ability as an amateur artist
In one of her
freely sketched pencil drawings, a dying woman is re
presented, with a spirit childholding a brilliant Southern
Cross, floating over her in the moonlight streaming
through a window. So far there is nothing very
original in the idea, although much power in execution,
but the point of the design is, that a surviving child
stands by the bedside holding the string of his toy cart,
and gazes at his parent with a sad, touching expression,
evidently not understanding the nature of the gieat
change called death, exemplified in the ease of his dying
mother. The picture is one to arrest tho attention and
to awaken the feelings of any observer.
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“THE SPECTATOR” ON SPIRITUALISM.

The following review from The Spectator of
25th December last, is another, illustration on
the way in which the two new books, Transcendental Physics and Psychic Facts, are break
ing down popular prejudices against Spirit
ualism :—
In these two volumes * the case of Modern
Spiritualism is laid before the curious reader.
A good part of the phenomena described took
place under the eves of trained scientific observers. Transcendental Physics is a translation
of parts of the scientific works of Professor
Zollner, and the Professor calls to witness
Professor Fechner, Wilhelm Weber, and W.
Scheibner, who were present on several of the
most important occasions. Psychic Facts is a
collection, “ by literary and scientific authors,”
of various testimonies to Spiritualism, and ineludes articles by Messrs. Crookes, Varley,
Russell Wallace, Lord Lindsay, and other well
known men; that is to say, we have tho
evidence of considerable—in some cases very
eminent—scientific men, both in Germany and
England. We are bound to treat such evidence with courtesy and respect. There can bo
no doubt that these men believe that they saw
what they say they saw. By long practice,
they havo been trained to exclude the possibility of error in experiments, and we must
assume that they took the usual precautions,
as they say they did, and that, therefore, tho
conditions were highly unfavourable to a mere
exhibition of trickery. In these pages there are
some cases of spiritualistic experience recorded
at second-hand which seem to have occurred
under less stringent conditions. But of the
phenomena vouched for as above, candid readers
will assume that they, had they been present,
would have seen what Professor Zollner and
the rest saw; although of course, it does not
follow that they would have arrived at tho
same conclusions with regard to the causes of
the facts observed. We have to deal, however,
with the phenomena,—not at present with any
theories about them; and only premise that
we are not justified in treating them otherwise
than as appearances which have the full tesfcimony of experienced and competent observers.
Readers who are interested in the subject
will doubtless procure the books for them
selves, and study the whole series of experi♦ Transcendental Physics. By J. C. F. Zollner. Translated
from tho German by C. C. Massey. London: W. II. Harrison.
1880. Psychic Facts. Edited by W. II. Harrison. London: W.
H. Harrison. 1880.
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We may here confine
( ourselves to some of the more remarkable oc
currences which took place in the presence of
'
Professor Zollner and his friends, and of Slade,
■ after the latter had arrived from England at
Leipzig, in November, 1877. Up to this time,
Professor Zollner had held aloof from any ex
amination into “ the asserted phenomena ” of
<
Spiritualism, being, as he says, fully occupied
\ with his physical researches. He had, how
' ever, a theory, -which was destined to receive
; what he considered as a remarkable confirma
\ tion, and which must bo mentioned here, be
; cause his view of the phenomena to be recorded
would not be intelligible without it. The
; theory adopted by him and other scientific in
quirers, is that of a space of four dimensions.
■> The earlier books of Euclid deal with plane
surfaces, that is, with space in two dimen
$ sions only. It is probable that a being which
■ could see and feel, but which could not move,
< nor, therefore, grasp objects, would be incap
> able of conceiving space in more than two
; dimensions. Ho would perceive length and
< breadth, but of thickness he could have no
i idea. Dealing with solid matter, we conceive
; it as existing in three dimensions; and beyond
< that we cannot go. But it is argued that this
< limitation applies to our powers only, not to the
nature of things. In the actually existing exter
$ nal world there may be many more dimensions
s of space. There may be intelligent beings cap
< able of perceiving and acting in four or more
< dimensions ; and even men may bo capable of
doing so although unconsciously, in certain
; conditions. Such four dimensional beings—or
< human beings temporarily exalted into four di
mensional capacity—would be able to do several
things impossible to us ; for example, accord
< ing to Professor Zollner, to tie knots on an
endless string, or to see into the contents of a
> closed box. We hope our readers understand
tlieso last consequences of four-dimensional
activity, confessing, for ourselves, our utter in
< ability to follow the Professor into this incon
ceivable region. But the important thing to
note is that he previously entertained this
theory, and that the theory was, in his opinion,
- confirmed by the subsequent experiments, as
seems often to happen in similar instances.
I’he confirmations were numerous and remark
able. Tho ends of a cord were sealed together,
and the Professor’s thumbs placed on the sealed
ends, while Slade’s hands and feet were properly
accounted for in this and the other experiments.
Under those conditions, the cord was tied int
j,
D four knots by somo unseen agency. Slade coul

L ments and inferences.
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not have done it, even if he had not been under
the Professor’s eye, since the ends of the striug,
which were necessary to him as a three-dimensional agent for the purpose, were safe under
the Professor’s thumbs. Yet the thing was
done, somehow; and done just as Professor
Zollner had hoped, in . accordance with his
theory. It became quite common for solid
matter to move through solid matter. Slatepencils found their way into closed boxes and
through tables. At other times, tables would
disappear altogether, being elevated, we are
told, into the fourth dimension, and disappearing from ordinary vision. We are sorry to
say that on one such occasion a vanished table,
on its reappearance, came down among the
heads of the company, and bumped the Professor severely, thus displaying that taste for
low comedy which four-dimensional powers appear to evolve in furniture. It was then proved
that “ enclosed space of three dimensions is
open to four-dimensional beings,” by placing
sooted paper within closed boxes, on which
impressions of feet and hands were obtained.
But the motion of matter through matter was
apparently proved by a very remarkable experiment. The Professor had two solid wooden
rings turned, one of oak, and the other of alder.
This he did hoping that the two rings might
he “interlinked without solution of continuity,” as in that case, “the test would be additionally convincing, by close microscopic examination of the unbroken continuity of the
fibre.” He also provided himself with a piece
of dried catgut, because, “ should a knot be
tied in this band, close microscopic exomlaation would also reveal whether the connection
of the parts of this strip had been severed or
not.” The two wooden rings and an “ entire
hladder-band,” were strung on a piece of catgut, “ the two ends of the catgut were tied together in a knot,” and sealed by the Professor,
"who then placed his two hands on the sealed
onds. This, like most of the other experiments,
Was in broad daylight. Presently “ a slight
smell of burning was apparent in the room.”
Shortly afterwards they heard “ a rattling
sound at the small round table opposite, as of
pieces of wood knocking together.” They
Went to see what had happened, and“ to our
gt’eat astonishment, wc found the two wooden
rings which about six minutes previously were
strung on the catgut, in complete preservation,
encircling the leg of the small table. The catgut
Was tied in two loose knots, through which the
endless bladder-band was hanging uninjured.”
1 nat is to say—still in the words of Professor
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Zollner—“ It follows, from the sta^id-point of
our present conception of space, that each of
the two wooden rings penetrated, first the cat
gut, and then the birckwood of the leg of the
table.”
But how, the reader will ask, were these
marvellous o peratrons effected 0 It is quite
plain Chai uo anonag with which we are acr
quaiqted ceid d remove the rings from tom sale
gut whose ends w^ese seremed, ami ahins; them
upsn phe leg of o Scblewhosh osp and Oretom
greatly excy eixd idea- hiameter. To be tedp
that the thing was dere, does wet really increase
our knowledge, naloss we are also given some
sort of idea as to how it was done, if only by
way of a provisional gypeigooio. Tge ProCeosor
1™^ that ieis and otgor feois were performoe
by lwvioible, iatelligont boiags, who, iw the
ptooowce of Mr. Slade, or some ethor medium,
operate upon visible matter, awd sometimes
themselves become, at Ceasi partially, visible.
Those beings, unliko onrooCvos, cow operate iw
the fourth eimorsiowo of space, awd thus un
twist awd retwiot objects which to us are iwooparablo. These beings cow awd we are
ascused do,pasa ^mthtr threueh matleras sed
acoibabieift obSlaid shoh is OaaCec suo oh eighth
awd cause them again to reappear ; awd prejocr
“materialised” gawdo, or othor pertiowo of
rgemselvos, into the rooiew cegwisoblo by our
senses. If this theory be correct, rgo phenomena
are evidently removed into tho domain of “ mir
acle.” If rgey are oCCodtoe by boiags who
move in aroigor world than ours, awd are en
dowed powers boyene our imaginatier, wo
cawwer gepo to give an intelligible account
of the matter. It was, perhaps, this dowvidtior which provowtod rgo Professor from carry
ing out his original iwtowtiow of microscopically
examining the wooden rings. It is true rgar
the cordiiiers he proposoe to 0x0.110 were
wot produced, sirco the flags were wot iwtorlacod wi-th each oiger. But, os he truly says,
tho actual roonlt was still more exttaordirary,
if they were passod, farst tgrongg catgut, and
thea rgrongg the leg of a tablo. If ho ox
pectoe some chongo w o might be mlcrosdopicalCy eloderaod iw the doweitiowo wh1ch ho
imagined, why III lio wot seek tor' it ia igeoo
which actually occurred? It is, porhapo, to
be wlsl1ed that ho bod dore so, ooplecially in
view ot tho curious fact reot hoat seems
havo boor evolved when, accotdiag to the liypothoslo, matter was possed rgrougg matter. A
slion was possed rgteugg a toblo, ord received by
the ProCessot■’o hoad below. It was
so
hot tgot ho could hardly geCd it. Moreover,

,
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Slade was informed by the “ invisible beings”
that they had attempted to tie knots on the
bladder-band mentioned above, but had failed,
because “ the band was in danger of ‘ melting ’
during the operation, under the great increase
of temperature; ” and the proof that this had
been tried remained in a white spot on the
band, and accounted for the smell of burning
previously recorded. Now, if one material
object were passed through another, it would
seem that the ultimate molecules of the one
object must have been passed between those of
the other ; as if, to use a military comparison,
the extended supports were passed through
and beyond an extended line of skirmishers.
If this had actually taken place, we suppose
that the molecular disturbance must have
been very great, and the heat evolved considerable. Professor Zollner seriously assures us
that this took place; and treating the matter
with equal gravity, we must regret that he did
not submit the catgut, the bladder-band, the
wooden rings, and the leg of the table
to the most minute examination.
There
was evidence of violent disturbance in the
white spot on the band, and similar changes
ought to have been ascertainable on the other
objects, which might have thrown some light
on the nature of the operation performed.
Space would fail were we to follow Professor
Zollner further in his experiments. We have
endeavoured to place sufficient samples before
our readers, and can only hope that we have
done so clearly and impartially. Here are certain extraordinary matters, the reality of which
is vouched for by scientifically-trained observers. It would certainly look at first sight
as if the supposition of trickery is excluded;
and if so, it would appear to follow that the
existence of some forces, hitherto unknown to
science, has been established. It is for scientific men to take up the challenge of Zollner,
Fechner, Crookes, and others, and to show, if
trickery be their hypothesis, how that was possible ; if delusion, how it could have arisen; or,
if the existence of new forces be suspected,
how their nature may be most surely ascertained. On the other hand, eminent Spiritualists are somewhat too ready to attribute
ultra-scepticism to those who hesitate before
accepting either the reality of the phenomena
described, or their theory of them, even if real.
It is one thing to admit that the facts narrated
are alleged on authority quite weighty enough
to demand full investigation; and quite another,
to accept them as facts, or to assign them, if
facts, to the causes inferred by the original
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b observers. We give no opinion on Professor
■ Zollner’s theory that the phenomena were due
; to the agency of “spirits,” or intelligent beings
other than men. But scientific reasoncrs are
) more than justified in refusing to accept such a
theory, until they have exhausted all means of
; explanation which ordinary experience and
; observation supply.
MISS BURKE’S CONCERT.
>
Last Monday night, a concert in honour of
;
i; Miss C. A. Burke, took place in the theatre
: of the Dilettante Club, Argyll Street, Regent
' Circus, London. There was a large attendance;
< in fact the theatre was about two-thirds full
on the occasion.
The conductor was Mr.
> William Masom, AB.A.M. The following
• pieces were given for the entertainment of the
; company:—
:
Part I.—Pianoforte Solo, “ Improvisional
s Nocturne,” Mr. E Wilding. Song, “The
; Diver,” Mr. H. J. Ward, Loder. Song, “ Bloom
; on my roses.” Miss Yates, Cowen. Duet,
'■ “ Love and War,” Mr. F. Chapple and Mr. H.
Beading, “ The Baliad> J. Ward, Cooke.
Song, “ In the
< Makcr,” Mr. E. Wilding.
< gloaming,” Mr. B. Palmer Thomas, Lady
/ Arthur Hill. Song, “Good Company,” Mr.
F. Chapple, Stephen Adams. Part II.—Piano
( forte Solo, “Storm Bondo,” Mr. William
? Masom, A.R.A.M., Steibelt. Duet, “ La ci
> darem la mano,” Miss Yates and Mr. B.
Song, “By the
s Palmer Thomas, Mozart.
; Blue Sea,” Mr. H. J. Ward, Smart. Beading,
? “ Miss Pipkin’s Parrot,” Mr. E. Wilding.
? Song, “ When the Heart is Young,” Miss Yates,
i Dudley Buck. Song, “Bose Marie,” Mr. R.
> Palmer Thomas, Molloy. Trio, “ The Wreath,’’
? Miss Yates, Mr. F. Chapple, and Mr. B.
'■ Palmer Thomas, Mazzinyhi.
“ When the Heart is Young,” sung by Miss
,
Yates, received a well-deserved encore. Mr.
> Ernest Wilding’s recitation of “ Miss Pipkin’s
; Parrot ’’ amused the listeners. The parrot had
( been bought of an auctioneer, and Miss Pipkin’s
i dilettante (if we may use the word without
; offence in this category) lover, had been long
? in proposing; indeed, at the critical moment
, he announced yawningly that he was going
<. home. The word “ going,” awoke auctioneer
? ing recollections in the breast of the previously
/ silent bird from the far East.; it accordingly ex
; claimed:—“Going! Going for the last time!
Make your offer ! ” This was too much for the
/ swain; he took the advice, and became a happy
; man. The melodious voice of Mr. F. Chapple
> pleased some of the musical critics present.
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No speeches were made, which conduced to
harmony, considering the warmth of the feel
ings which originated the meeting, a meeting
not alone of a large, but of an influential
character. Dr. Wyld, Mr. Frank Podmore,
Mr. Cornelius Pearson, Mr. W. H. Coffin, and
Miss Houghton were the only members we
saw present of the directorate under which
Miss Burke’s public services to Spiritualism
terminated.

>
>
’
>

A BLACK PAGE OF HISTORY.

A black page in the history of Spiritualism <
has just been turned over, in the loss to the <
the movement of the public services of ‘
Miss Burke, whose literary ability and fault
less official work are unanimously acknow
ledged. The persons, other than professional
mediums, who have cast the world behind
them so as to devote the whole of their time to
Spiritualism, are so few at present
in
tins
J ithis
„
country,
fn
'-'K/IA41VA
J j that
L1AUL they
LHCJ may
LUUJ perhaps
—be
---the fingers of one hand. They are entitled to
be treated with the warmest consideration, and
to be protected from the small knot of aggres
sive individuals, who have neither the courage
nor the enthusiasm to follow their example,
but who in spare hours employ much of their
time in attacking good workers.
If these persons were to be treated as they
have coolly treated Miss Burke, they would
think that the Earth had slipped off the Polar
Axis, and that the Equator had become rot
tenly unsafe. While pledging their honour to
the public that their actions towards Miss
Burke were dictated solely by financial reasons,
they did not offer her the same terms they
granted to her successor.
The treatment of Miss Burke ought to
"Weigh heavily on the conscience of the move
ment.

I cannot but regret that a medium who has
been used for poetry of a very high character
should have come to this. It is, however, far
more appropriate and satisfactory to con
template such a revelation as this last, as
emanating from the Mr. T. Lake Harris, who
at Auburn, New York, in 1850, gave himself
out as the mouth-piece of St. Paul, “ directed
by the Lord himself; ” and who, in 1852,
called his subsequent establishment at M ountain
Cave, Virginia, “ The Gate of Heaven.’’ It
was there that Mr. Harris gave himself out to
be one of the two witnesses of whom we read
in the eleventh chapter of the Revelations, and
as dowered with all their power to plague
humanity, and it was in that chapter that Mr.
Harris finding certain of his followers recalci
trant, is said to havo uttered the following
ejaculation, at once so prayerful and so
reticent: “ 0 Lord, thou knowest we do not
wish to destroy man with fire from our
mouths.” The second witness, we are told,

was
a Rev.
Mr.surely
Scott. wonder that Col. Olcott
We
caunot
should class this last assumption of Mr. Harris,
I mean his alleged marriage, in the category of
absurdities. But is this sort of thing—we need
not call it marriage—this “absurdity,” re
pulsive as it is, without precedent ? We think
j not. We have read that “ The Sons of God ”
came down to the daughters of men in very
earlyrecords. We have it in Pagan lore that
so-called “ Goddesses ’’ fell in love with,
I
materialised themselves, and came down to
j heroes and warriors, and handsome shepherd
: lads or hunters. All this the traditional school< boy knows; but really, even Pagans needed
< some noble accessories, some spark of romance,
< or something fresh, and beautiful, and bucolic
i to make such histories go down without a
■ rising in the gorge. Be this as it may, arc
< there not, I ask again, precedents elsewhere
- also, and of later date than those already
$
alluded to ? We fear there are. Our business
SPIRITUAL WIVES.
There is no end to surprises. Mr. T. Lake s is not to write at th/s time of what is pleasant
Harris, who has caused a good many in his < or even pure, but to protest, and to confine
time, has added yet another of an amazing
> ourselves
to fact.
Do notthe
temptations of St. Anthony remain
character, for Col. Olcott informs us through $
The Spiritualist of December 31st, that Mr. < a proverb to this day ? Was he not tempted, at
Harris, the founder of a Socialist community < least so tradition tells, by materialised female
in Lake Erie, gives out that he is duly married ? spirits ? And did he not withstand the temptato a female spirit. That this is not merely a / tiou ? Do not many of thus think he was right
figurative mode of speech, the Colonel hastens s in so doing ? But what are we to say of the
to assure us by a further disclosure which we < nuns, Marguerite Aiacoque and Saint Theresa
hardly like to repeat, but which, it suffices to > with her sister nuns, whose extraordinary
say, gives ample testimony that the alleged / materialistic confessions tell a very different
marriage has nothing factitious about it, but S tale to that of Saint Anthony ? Have we not,
18 set forth as altogether a complete thing.
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too, a strange story of our own in England,
concerning one Joanna Southcote?
AVell, this we have also seriously to affirm,
that the advent of Spiritualism has shewn us a
good deal of light; and if it has its own
occasional drawbacks, it has likewise had a
marked effect in making some ashamed who
wrere formerly not ashamed, so that pilgrimages
to the shrines of the above nuns, so-called
saints, have been gradually, since Spiritualism
appeared, going out of fashion, and “ the
faithful ” are not now so easily persuaded to
make pilgrimages to the above named shrines,
although railroads have turned weary journeys
into pleasant pic-nics, so useful an eye-opener
has modern Spiritualism become. Spirit ma
terialisation has assured us that truth sometimes
dwells in fiction, that what has been foisted
off as high and holy may be very impure ; and
that poetry occasionally borrows from the most
revolting possibilities of nature, glossing them
over 'with a false glamour that would, if such
things could be, make the foul seem fair and
the licentious pure and holy.
I have taken these antecedents of Mr.
Thomas Lake Harris from Mr. Home’s Lights
and Shadows of Spiritualism, p. 197, and follow
ing pages.
Scrutator.
SPIRITUALISM AND SCIENTIFIC MEN.

A few days ago, we received the usual
official vote of thanks from tho Royal Society,
conveyed to us over the signature of Professor
Huxley, for the presentation to tho Society of
a copy of Professor Zollner’s Transcendental
Physics. This compliment had been suspended
for years in relation to other Spiritualistic
works similarly presented by us to the great
scientific library at Burlington House, as well
as to the library of the Royal Institution,
but it seems gradually scientific men are
picking up moral courage, and growing less
afraid of vulgar influences. Information was
given us some time ago, that although the
Royal Institution would not recognise Spirit
ualism by the usual vote of thanks for psychical
books, the works were nevertheless accepted,
and inserted in the library catalogue. Sir
John Lubbock once exhibited in the theatre
of the Royal Institution, a picture of an African
savage, armed to the teeth, cowering behind
his shield, lest, in defiance of popular supersti
tion, he should cast eyes upon his passing
mother-in-law. Some Englishmen, it may bo
remarked in passing, are in a similar state of
demoralisation on better grounds. Superstition
dies hard, but it is pleasing to see, now that
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^1C ground has long been broken by great men,
that others arc beginning to peep out from
behind their shields, and we hope that Spirit
ualists will do nothing to frighten them off
again, by suddenly presenting more proved
facts of nature than timid creatures are able
to bear.
■ —-------------------

(

|S

SPIRITUALISM IN ST. PETERSBURG.

The Spiritualists of St. Petersburg, who are
numerous, recently made an attempt to form a
society there, under the presidency of Professor
Wagner.
The constitution and. rules were
drawn up. The Russian government, however,
refused to sanction the establishment of the
association, on the ground that some portion
of its proceedings might clash with the national
religion.
The doctrines of Allan Kardecare spreading
among some of the Spiritualists in St. Petersburg.
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In the interest of truth, I feel bound to send
you tho following brief statemeut of what
happened last Tuesday evening, the 5th inst.,
and on two other occasions recently, at the
house of Captain James. Last Tuesday there
wero present, besides myself and our host, the
following guests :—General Maclean, Mr. Walhouse, Mrs. Wedgwood, Mr. E. Wilding, and a
young lady ; Mr. Rita being the medium. I had
bought a common folding slate in Rathbone
Place, a little while before, which has not been
out of my possession, and had brought with
me a photograph of a member of my own
family. AVliat I wished (similar manifestations,
as I was informed, having taken place in this
circle before) was to get the photograph into
this slate, after it had been securely fastened
to my own satisfaction, and that of other
witnesses, the fastenings remaining untampered
with. Captain James kindly allowed me to
assure myself that the doors were locked or
bolted before tho sitting began, and that no
person outside the circle at the table was
present in the room. Under these circuinstances, (the lighthavingbeen extinguished) the
usual manifestations of “ materialised ” hands,
faces, and figures took place, several voices
also addressing us, and holding with us a
perfectly natural, intelligent conversation.
Several persons at different sides of a large
round table wore not only touched, but grasped
at the same time by hauds that felt soft and
warm like those of a human being. As we
Were sitting closo to one another, and tho
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medium was iu his place talking to us, and to
the 11 voices,” all the time, it is scarcely
possible, from the position of the grasping
hands, and the direction from which they came,
sometimes low down, on, or just above the
middle of the table, sometimes at our side, or
above us, that they were the hands of the
medium, and of one, or many confederates.
Not only the hands, but the heads and shoulders,
and the features of the figures were very
distinctly visible for a moment. Nor were
these of the nature of “ Pepper’s ghost,” for
we were allowed to touch the drapery they had
about them, as well as their hands, so the two
senses, or rather three (if one includes the
voices) combine their testimony in this case.
Rings were taken by these hands off one
person’s fingers ; and instantly transferred,
when the request was made, to the fingers of
other specified individuals present, similar
tricks being played with the necklaces of one
of the ladies, which she had round her neck.
All this, together with the fact of the room
being quite dark, and the hands feeling like
anyone else’s, seems to negative the supposition
that dummy hands and figures were used by
anybody present.
Then there remains ex
pectant attention, or imagination. We were
mostly talking, laughing, and joking about not
only these phenomena, but also about perfectly
different subjects, when these queer mani
festations went on occurring for about two
hours. And could expectant attention causo
many persons of different temperament, who
also, many of them, were in fact hardly attending,
to got all their senses deceived in the same
manner for so long a period ? I rather sup
pose not. On a former occasion the same
phenomena occurred, when I myself was holding
the medium,and another gentleman was holding
him the other side, and on every occasion one
could assure oneself of his position by talking
to him, as hewras never “entranced.” Musical
boxes were wound up, and floated about the
room, touching each of our heads in turn, now
carried up to and touching the ceiling audibly,
and now under the table drumming against it,
and playing. A luminous slate of Captain
James’ was also carried about in the middle of
the table at various elevations, and by the
light of this the figures sometimes showed
themselves, their hands being visible on the
slate as they carried it, we also being allowed
to touch them, and also occasionally what
seemed to be their beards lying on the slate. A
cardboard tube and tambourine were also
handed about inside the circle by some unseen
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power, and finally the slate and photograph
were taken from me by a hand which I felt
coming along the table, and the slate was given
to Mrs. Wedgwood opposite.
Till it was
handed back to me (or rather thrown back
with some force), Mrs. Wedgwood assured
me that she never had her hand off it—one
hand of Mr. Rita, the medium, sitting next to
Mrs. Wedgwood also being on it. The photo
graph, after being handed to Mr. Walhouse,
and then passed by the unseen power round
the circle, touching everyone’s head but mine,
was given to Mr. Walhouse, but subsequently
was taken from him ; and everybody said after
this that he had not got it.
The slate bad been sealed with mv
•z own
crest with several seals, over paper tightly
pasted over the foldings of the slate, and over
string tied crosswise round and above the paper.
We now had to wait some time—the soi-disant
11 spirits ” alleging that they were working to
procure the result I desired; and after a time
they announced that they had finished their
operations, — wishing us good-night, — pre
viously, however, having tossed the slate back
to me. The other sitters obligingly allowed
me to take the slate home, and I opened it in
presence of two relatives, and two other gentle
men at my own house, when we found the
photograph inside. The fastenings were all
absolutely intact, and the woodwork of the
slate perfectly unbroken outside ; inside there
was a fracture, which may possibly have been
caused when the slate was tossed to me with
some violence.
On one of the previous occasions the same
photograph had been put into the same slate
under the same conditions in my presence, (iu
this case there was no fracture), and before
that, again under the same conditions but when
I myself had my own hand <m it the whole time,
the slate having previously been quite clean,
distinct marks of writing were found on it,
some letters being sufficiently formed, though
the words were illegible.
No man ought to presume to limit the
possible conjuring powers of his neighbour,
which may of course be equal to the perform
ance of any miracle whatsoever. I therefore
draw no inferences, but leave this simple
narration of facts with your readers. If these
are conjuring tricks, it will be admitted they
are exceedingly well done, and quite worth
recording.
It is quite on the cards that we who fancy
we witnessed these things may all be lunatics
affected with the same delusions, or that we
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were expressly “ hallucinated ” for the oc
casion.
------- ♦——
PSYCHOGRAPHIC AND OTHER MANIFESTA
TIONS.
BY CHARLES BLACKBURN.

Whilst I and my daughter were at Brighton
on lhe 1st of January, I wrote to Mr. Eglinton
for a seance as we passed through London,
which he kindly granted, though I believe it
is difficult for outsiders to get one. The cards
enclosed herein, and numbered 1, 2, 3, are in
the order in which the operations took place,
and I have written exactly how they occurred.
I have also submitted them to Mr. Crookes,
F.R.S., who was surprised at Mr. Eglinton’s
power, a record of which I think ought to be in
print for preservation as a proof case against
the attacks of many scientific men like Dr.
Lankester and others, who fear to investigate
facts like these because they are of spiritual
origin ; but I maintain they are also of a scien
tific kind, deserving the deepest inquiry by all
classes.
Card Eo. I.—On Monday evening, January
3rd, 881, at about eight o’clock, at the house
of Dr. Mi( hols, of Earl’s Court, London, this
perfect card, undefaced except by a corner torn
off lor identification by myself, was placed by
Mr. Eglinton, the medium, inside a lady’s
small empty wooden work-box, together with
an opened penknife, in the presence of Miss
Blackburn and half-a-dozen others. On shut
ting down the lid, our hands were instantly
placed on its top. Miss Blackburn was asked
by a spirit voice, in an interval during which
the gas was turned out, what figure she would
prefer cut on the card—a diamond, triangle,
hexagon, or what. She replied, “ llexagou.’’
After a few convulsive shudders in strong gas
light, whilst pressing his hands heavily all tho
time on ours on the top of the lid, he suddenly
stopped, and on opening the box the above
hexagon was found cut.
[77le card enclosed to us has a hexagon evenly
and neatly cut in its centre.— d J
Card No. II.—Mr. Egliuton asked Miss
Blackburn to select a clean card out of a
number, to place it inside a book lying on the
table, and to notice the page ; she was also to
put a mite or point of lead pencil on the card,
and to shut up the book. She did so, and
kept both her hands on the book. The medium
came close to her, and put his hands heavily
on hers in broad daylight. After a few con
vulsions he took awa\ his hands and asked her
to look at the card, on which this writing was
found:—

E.
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Sir,—Do not despair. Hope is even sweeter
when sorrow and pain overtake one: and you,
who have a certain knowledge of a glorious im
mortality, should therefore allow Hope, and the
magic attending it, to be uppermost.

i
I

“ Hope deferred maketli the heart sick.”—Prov.
S. J.
Now, if tho medium did not write it—and
the writing sometimes comes in languages un
known to him—an immortal must have done it.

;

Card No. III.—This card was perfectly
clean, and I was asked where I would have it
secreted with a lead pencil, away from the
light of the gas. I said, “ Inside the musical
(eight-tuned) box.” This was instantly done,
and Mr. Eglinton removed the box, with its lid
shut, to a sofa five feet distant; he turned the
box upside down, and came back to the table.
Several of us put our hands on by his request;
he then put his hands on ours, and after a few
convulsions as before, the blunted pencil had
written the following :
“ The manifestation we have just produced is,
we think, an ample answer to any query. Is
there room for scientific investigation ? ’’

S

Parkfield, Didsbury, near Manchester. January 10th, 1881.
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STANDARD” ON SPIRITUAL
PHENOMENA.

The following leaderette is from last Tuesday’s Evening Standard. We should be glad
to receive from the locality in which they are
known, full details of the actual occurrences:—

Believers in wraiths and other supernatural
' appearances—and their number is very much
greater than would be generally admitted—
1 will read with much interest the story of what
' may be called a double warning of disaster,
? which comes to us from Plymouth. The other
night tho wife of the master of a smack named
J the Sly Boots, sailing from Brixham, dreamed
that her husband’s vessel had been run into
: and sunk, and woke up screaming. “Richard,
i save my boy,” one of her sons as well as her
> husband being on board. Early next morning
> her eldest son came into the room and said he
z had heard his father come home in the night
' and go upstairs with his sea boots on. They
i told these dreams to their neighbours, but
; they ridiculed their fears.
It has now, how$ over, been ascertained that on that night the
i Bly Boots was run down off Torbay, and that
; her master and crew of five hands perished.
> Tho night was fine, and about one hundred
s fishing boats were trawling, when the American
( steamer Compton, as her captaiu reports, ran
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into “ something,” but after steaming round
the spot for an hour, Tailed to find any wreck
age. That this was the Sly Boots now admits
of no doubt.
Scientific men may scoff at
stories like these, but the number of authenti
cated instances of similar circumstances is so
large that it needs something more than scoff
ing to eradicate the belief in them from the
minds of a good many people who cannot be
termed either ignorant or superstitious.
[Great freedom is given to correspondents who sometimes express opinions
diametrically opposed to th>se of this Journal and its readers. Unsolicited
communications canno: be returned ; copies should be kept by the writers.
Preference is given to letters which are not anonymous. ]
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Sir,—Although M. D. and myself evidently take very
different views on “The Philosophy of Materialisation,”
yet as he gives me the credit of writing with precision
and clearness, I will respond to his expressed wish that
I should again correct him. if ho had misapprehended
my meaning.
But 1 must first confess that I have “ failed to see the
symbolical import ” of the teaching contained hi my
letters on tho subject, a teaching which has not or
iginated from myself but from tho deific intelligences
who are engaged in my development. For the state
ments in those letters were communicated to mo by these
intelligences as matters of fact, not as being sy-mbolical
hut as processes which have taken place and are still
going on in the formation and development of intelligent
beings. M. I) , however, seems to consider them as
merely- symbolical expressions of the processes which
so-called material things appear to go through. These
he considers to be real, which I am not surprised at, as,
till very lately, I myself was of that opinion, but have
since been taught by the gods that they have an exist
ence only in our consciousness. 1 hey are ideas im
parted to us by them and made tangible to our sense of
touch by the way this is done, which is, by their putting
themselves into the shape of tho objects we see around
i
us, and then impressing themselves upon us.
i
This is what I stated in my letter in The Spiritualist of i
December 17 th, and as I believe such to be the real truth
1
of the matter, I cannot regard it as merely- symbolical.
I do not believe in the real existence of any material
“ elemental substance,” and consequently cannot believe
m the real existence of any material forms supposed to
be made of that substance. Will is the only elemental
substance I believe in. And the creation of ideas is the I
only creation I believe in also. This is tho work of tho
gods, the rapid development of the consciousness of
wills in the human stage of existence. And the evolu
tional or apparently progressive creation of material
objects, is but symbolic of the progressive consciousness
that is being created within us. 1 see now that M. D.’s
misapprehension of my meaning was caused by a mis
take made in the printing of my first letter ; the word
, contents ” being in the print instead of “ contacts ” as
it was in my writing. With this reading it will readily
oe seen that “ tho increasing consciousness of the cen
tral sphere ” is gained in a measure through the know
ledge it thus obtains of the existence of other spheres,
(riid we obtain knowledge of each other by coming
ln contact with each other. The central spheres could
u°t have their contents increased by the larger spheres
infringing upon them, for as these are also of tho samo
size it is manifest they could not enter into them.
Hence Ids mistake also in supposing the consequences

I
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of the theory I advocate to be “ all claim to personality
consequently disappearing.” I believe that when once
wills have arrived at tho human stage of consciousness
they always retain their individuality (personality relates more to the physical form or appearance), although
they may be small enough to enter within another will
which would result merely in a temporary displacement
of the constituent wills of each.
W'hen I spoke of tho “ Infinite Will ” of which we
are portions, I did not mean tho absolutely Infinite, for
that is so utterly beyond our conceptions that we can
have no idea whether it lias form or not, hut that it was
a sphere of an extent that was infinitely beyond our
conceptions. And this may, perhaps, be only one of
an absolutely infinite number of other wills of an infinite number of sizes, each containing an infinite
number of other wills of an infinite number of different
sizes also.
Feeling myself quite incompetent to understand the
mystic writers, I liavo not prosecuted my study of them,
but contented myself with aspiring to know the real
truth concerning the origin of intelligent existences,
and sitting alone, kept my mind open to receive such
truths as tho higher intelligences would impart to me.
Some ideas that I have received from them may, perhaps, also be held by the mystic writers. But they ex
press them in language which is unintelligible to me.
Nothing is more clear, consistent and intelligible to
my mind than tho revelation imparted to mo by the
deific intelligences that are engaged in my development.
But considering that there are no two human beings on
this planet in the same degree of spiritual progress, 1
do not suppose that these views would be received by
all alike. And as regards giving them to tho world at
large, I shall be guided entirely by the direction of my
controls.

As regards the Berkeley theory, I was at first very
much opposed to it till I saw it was a necessary con
sequenso of the laws of willing.
If M. D. considers the word “materialisation” in
applicable to the theory I advocate, I am quite willing
to make use of another that would equally express my
meaning. But it would certainly be the most con
venient term to use as long as people in general look
upon material appearances as having a real existence.
Hoping that I have in this letter beon as clear and
precise as in my last, I beg to subscribe myself,

Budleigh, Salterton.

Guy Bryan.

SPIRITUALISM AND THEOSOPHY.
BY COLONEL HENRY 3. OLCOTT, PRESIDENT OE THE THEO
SOPHICAL SOCIETY.

{Continued from page 11).
TESTING THE SPIRITS.

I will not attempt to give you in these
| few minutes of our lecture, even the bare outi line of my observations during those eventful
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of our prairies and white people ; each weariug his familiar dress and some even carrying
their familiar weapons.
One evening, the
figure of a Khurd, a man whom Madame
Blavatsky had known in Khurdistan. stepped
from the closet, clad in his tali cap, high boots
and picturesque clothes. In the shawl twisted
about his waist were thrust a curved sword
and other small-arms. His hands were empty,
but after salaaming my friend in his native
fashion, lo I his right hand held a twelve-foot
spear which bore below the steel head a tuft of
feathers Now, supposing this farmer-medium
to have been ever so much a cheat, whence,
in that secluded hamlet, did he procure this
Kurdish dress, the belt, arms and spear at a
moment’s notice—for Madame Blavatsky had
but just arrived at Chittenden, and neither I
nor any one else knew who she was, nor
whence she had come. All my experiences
there were described by me, first in a series of
letters to a New York journal, and afterwards
in book-form,
*
and I must refer the curious to
that record for details, both as to what was
seen and what precautions I took against deception.
Two suspicions have doubtless
occurred to your minis while I have been
speaking—(«) that some confederate or con
federates got access to the medium through
the closet-window, or dresses and dolls were
passed up to him from below through a trap
or sliding-panel. Of course, they would occur
to any one with the least ingenuity of thought.
They occurred to me, and this is what I did.
I procured a ladder and on the outside of the
house tacked a piece of mosquito-net over the
entire window, sash frame and all, sealing the
tack-heads with wax, and stamping each with
my signet ring. This effectually prevented
any nonsense from that quarter. And then
calling to my help an architect and a clever
Yankee inventor and mechanician, with those
ge .tiemen I made a minute practical examination of the chimney, the flo or, the platform,
the rooms below, and the lumber-loft overhead. We ■were all perfectly satisfied that if
there was any trickery in the case it was done
by William Eddy himself without confederacy,
and that if he used theatrical dresses or
properties, he must carry them in with him.
In the little narrow hole of a closet there was
neither a candle, mirror, brush, wig, clothes,
water-basin, towel, cosmetic, nor any other of
the actor’s paraphernalia, nor, to speak tho
truth, had the poor farmer tho money to buy
* People from the other /ForM, Hartford, Conn., 1875, American
Publishing Co.
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them with. He took no fees for his stances,
and visitors were charged only a very small
sum for their board and lodging. I have sat
smoking with him in his kitchen until it was
time for the seance to begin, gone with him to
the upper chamber, examined the closet
before he entered it, searched his person, and
then seen the self same wonderful figures come
out as usual in their various dresses. I think I
may claim to havo proceeded cautiously, for Mr.
A. R. Wallace, F.R.G.S., quoted and eulogized
my book in his recent controversy with Pro
fessor W. B. Carponter. Carpenter himself
sent to America to enquire into my charactei'
for veracity and publicly admitted it to be un
impeached. Professor Wagner of St. Peters
burg reviewed the work in a special pamphlet,
in which he affirms that I fulfilled every
requirement of scie itific research, and three
European psychological societies elected me
Honorary Member. It should also be noted
that four years of very responsible and intricate
examinations on behalf of tho War Department
during our late American War—tho proofs
of which service havo been shown by me to
the Indian authorities—qualified me to conduct
this inquiry with at least a tolerable certainty
that I would not be imposed upon. Having
then seen all that has now been outlined to
you, will you wonder that I should have been
thoroughly convinced of the reality of a large
group of psychic phenomena, that science help
lessly tries to offer some explanation for ?
Aud can you bo surprised that whatever man
of science has, since 1848, seriously and
patiently investigated modern Spiritualism,
has become a convert, no matter what may
have been his religious belief or profes
sional bias ?
OCCULT POWERS RECOGNISED BY TIIE CATHOLIC CIIURCH.

The mention of religion leads mo to a certain
<
b fact. While the Prostestant Church has in
> our time ever resolutely denied tho reality of
such manifestations of occult agencies, tho
> Church of Rome has always admitted them to
j bo true. In her rubrics there aro special
; forms of exorcism, and when Miss Laura
; Edmonds, the gifted daughter of the honoured
> American jurist above mentioned, and one of
> tho most remarkable mediums of this modern
; movement, united herself with tho Catholic
' Church, her confessor, a Paulist Brother of
New York, drove out her obsessing “devils”
. in due form after—as he told me—a terrific
■ struggle.
Mediumship was anathematised
by the lato Popo himself, as a dangerous device
of the Evil One, and tho faithful warned
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against the familiars of the circle as his agents
for the ruin of souls.
There appeared in
France, within the past few years a series of
books by the Chevalier des Mousseaux, highly
applauded by the Catholic prelates, especially
designed to collate the most striking proof of
the demoniac agency in the phenomena. They
are all valuable repositories of psychic facts, one
especially, Les Moeurs et Pratiques des Demons,
■which every student of Occultism should read.
The industrious author, of course, convinces no
one but Catholics as to bis premiss, but his
facts are most welcome and suggestive.
Though there is never a grain .of re’igious
orthodoxy in me, and I do not in the least
sympathise with the demoniacal theory, yet I
find, after learning what I have of Asiatic
psychological science, that the Catholics are
much nearer right in recognising and warning
against the dangers of mediumship, than the
Protestants in blindly denying the reality of
the phenomena. Mediumship is a peril indeed,
and the last thing I could wish would be to
see one whom I was interested in become one.
The Hindus—who have known these phe
nomena from time immemorial—give the most
appropriate name of bhuta-ddk, or demons’
post, to these unfortunates.
I do sincerely
hope that sooner or later the experience of
India in this matter will be studied, and if
mediumship is to be encouraged at all, it shall
be under such protective restrictions as the
ancient sybils enjoyed in the temples, under
the watchful care of initiated priests. This is
not the language of a Spiritualist, nor am I
°ne. In the reality of the phenomena and the
existence of the psychic force I do most un
reservedly believe, but here my concurrence
^ith the Spiritualists ends. For more than
twenty years I was of their opinion, and
shared with Mr. Owen and Mr. Wallace the
conviction that the phenomena could not be
attributed to any other agency .than that of
the departed ones. I could not understand
how the intelligence behind the manifestations
could be otherwise accounted for, especially
that shown in such cases as I have mentioned
"Where the facts related were unknown to any
one at. the seance and only verified long after
wards in distant countries. But until meeting
Madame Blavatsky at the Eddys’ I had not
cyen heard of Asiatic occultism as a science.
The tales of travellers and the stories of the
Arabian Nights I set down to fanciful exaggera|mn, and all that was printed about Indian
jugglers and the powers of ascetics seemed but
accounts of successful prestidigitation. I can
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now look back to that meeting as the most
fortunate event of mv life, for it made light
shine in all the dark places and sent me out on a
mission to help to revive Aryan occult science
which grows more absorbingly interesting with
every day. It is my happiness to not only help
to enlarge the boundaries of Western science by
showing where the secrets of nature and of man
may be experimentally studied, and to give
Ango-Indians a greater respect for the subject
nation they rule over, but also to aid in kindling
in the bosoms of Indian youth a proper reverence
for their glorious ancestry and a desire to
imitate them in their noble achievements in
science and philosophy. This, ladies and gen
tlemen, is the sole cause of our coming to
India; this explains our affectionate relations
with the people, our respect for their real Yogis.
Each of you looks forward to the day when you
will return to your English homes ; our home
is here, and here we mean to end our days.
------- ♦——
Tiie “ historical controls ” published weekly in the
new spiritualistic journal, The Herald of Progress ;Newcastlej, prosent an interesting problem to those Spirit
ualists who are studying the question ot' spirit identity.
Tiie public rights and liberties are flourishing with
a vengeance at the spiritualistic establishment at 38,
Great Russell Street. At the Council meeting last
Tuesday, the reporters were by special resolution
ordered out of the room.
A suggestion has been made to us that until a centre
has been formed iu London, in which Spiritualists who
wish to live in harmony can meet, knots of friends
might with advantage baud themselves into small clubs,
and hold purely social meetings once or twice a week.
Mr. Roden Noel narrates iu another column, how
the iuterior of a closed book-slate was fractured some
what during a manifestation. It does not follow that
this was necessarily the result of an external blow, for
slates in the hands of Henry Slade and other mediums
have sometimes exploded as if by the action of some
inter-atomic force.
On Wednesday evening, after this number of The
Spiritualist was in type, we received a communication
from the Council at 38, Great Russell Street, threaten
ing Mr. Harrison with consequences unless he answers
some alleged charges; this he will be most happy to do
in writing, if when they are sent him, there seems to be
any colourable reason for an answer. Wo should like
to see this matter publicly sifted.
Defend the Good : —If you saw two people, one
innocent man starving to death while another was en
joying stolen fruits, would you let the good man starvo
while you brought the sinner to justice? Or would
you save the starving man and let the sinner escape ?
The latter course would seem the more humane, but
the former I assure you is the more popular, even with
would be preachers of the Christian faith, who also
justify their neglect of the starving man because he was
found in company with a thief. They forget One who
died in such company, promising the repentant one the
joys of Paradise.—Ella Dietz.

------ *------

Ebkatum.—In the letter of Lux, printed December 31st, the

words “animal kingdom were suitable,” should have been “vege
table kingdom were suitable.”
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THE LAZY LAYS

BEFORE AND AFTER THE

CHRISTMAS PUDDING,
USB

ENO 'S FRUIT SALT
Every Travelling Trunk and Household in the World
ought to contain a bottle of

ENO’S FRUIT

SALT?,

Prepared from Sound Ripe Fruit, as a Health
giving, Cooling, Sparkling, and Invigorating Beverage
for any Season.
It is the best Preventitive and Cure for Biliousness,
Sick Headache, Skin Eruptions, Impure Blo-.d,
Fevers, Pimples on the Face, Giddiness, Feverish
ness, Mental depression, Want of Appetite, Sourness,
of Stomach, Constipation, Vomiting, Thirst, &c.,
and to remove the effects of Errors in Eating and
Drinking.

TENO’S FRUIT SALT.—From the

Jj Rev. Da. Hurst, Vicar of Collerry:—“I have
used your Fruit Salt for many years, and have verified
your statements. The thanks of the public are due to
you for your unceasing efforts to relieve suffering
humanity. Long may you live to be a blessing to the
world.”

CTIMULANTS & INSUFFICIENT
0 AMOUNT of EXERCISE frequently DE

RANGE the LIVER. ENO’S FRUIT SALT is
peculiarly adapted for any constitutional weakness of
the liver. A WORLD of WOES is AVOID ED by
those who KEEP and USE ENO’S FRUIT SALT.—
“ All our customers for ENO’S FRUIT SALT would
not be without it upon any consideration, they having
received so much benefit from it,”—Wood Brothers,
Chemists. Jersey, 1878.

The Physical Basis of Life— Good Food.

llow to enjoy good food, that would otherwise cause
bilious headache disordered stomach, poisoned blood,
Ac., Ac., use

ENO'S FRUIT SALT.
A NATURAL APERIENT.—

ENO’S FRUIT SALT, when taken with water,
a.ts as a natural aperient, its simple, but natural
action, removes all impurities; thus preserving and
restoring health. If its great value in keeping tbt
body in health were universally known, no family
would be without it.

TpAGUED, WEARY AND WORN

JL OU1!!! Any one whose duties require them
to undergo mental or u nnatural excitement or strain—
ENO’S FRUIT SALT is the best known remedy. It
acts like a charm. It allays Nervous Excitement, De
pression, and the injuiious effects of stimulants and
too rich food. Its power in aiding digestion is most
striking. It also restores the Nervous System to its
proper condition (by natural means). Use ENO’S
FrU IT SALT. You cannot overstate its great value
in keeping the blood pure and free from disease.

TpNO’S FRUIT SALT.—“ 14, Rue

-L-J do la Paix, Paris.—A Gentleman called in
yesterday. He is a constant sufferer from chromo
dyspepsia, and has taken all sorts of mineral waters,
I recommended him to give your Salt a trial, which he
did, and received great benefit. He says he never
knew what it was to be without pain until he tried
your Salt, and for the future shall never be without it
in the house.”—M. Beral.

IpNO’S FRUIT SALT.— “ After suf-

J fering for nearly two and a half years from se
vere headache and disordered stomach, and after try
ing almost everything and spending much money
without finding any benefit, I was recommended by a
friend to try ENO’S FRUIT SALT, and before I had
finished one bottle I found it doing me a great deal of
good, and now I am restored to my usual health; and
others I know that have tried it have not enjoyed such
good health for years.—Yours most truly, Robert
Hump h revs, Post Office, Barrasford.”

“ SUCCESS 1N LIFE.”—A now in-

kD vention is brought before the public and com
mands success. A score of abominable imitations are
immediately introduced by the unscrupulous, who, in
copying the original closely enough to deceive the
public, and yet not so exactly as to infringe upon
legal rights, exercise an ingenuity that, employed in
* n original channel, could not fail to secure reputa
tion and profit.—Adams.
fM UTION.— Examine each both and see the capsule %
marked "ENO'S FRUIT SALT." Without,you hare
been imposed on by a worthless imitation. Sold by all
Chemists. Price 2e. 9J. and 4s. 6d.

Prepared only by J. C. ENO’S
PATENT, at ENO’S FRUIT SALT
WORKS, Hatcham, London, S.E.
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RY WILLIAM II. HARRISON.

An Elegant and Amusing Gift-Book of Foetical and
Prose Writings, Grave and Gay.
Strongly recommended by reviews in The 'Morning
Post, Graphic, Court Journal and some twenty or thirty
other standard journals,
The gilt device on the cover designed by Florence
Claxton and the Author.
Contents.
Part 1.—Miscellaneous Poems and Prose Writings.
1. The Lay of the Lazy Author.—2. The Song of
the Newspaper Editor.—3. The Song of the Pawn
broker.—L The Castle.—5. The Lay of the Fat Man .
—6. Th<Poetry of Science.—7. IIow Hadji al Shacabac was Photographed (a letter from Hadji al Shacabac a gentleman who visited Loudon on business
connected with a Turkish Loan, to Ali Mustapha
Ben Buckram, Chief ot the College of Howling Der
vishes at Constantinople.)—8. The Lay of the Broad
Brimmed IIat.—9. St. Bride’s Bay.—10. The Lay of
the Market Gardener.—1L “ Fast falls the Eventide.”
12 Our Raven.—13. Materialistic Heligion.—14. The
Lay of the Photographer.—15. How to Double the
Utility of the Printing Press. — 16. The Song of the
Mother-in-Law.—17. Wirbel-bewegung.—18. “Poor
Old Joe!”—19. The Human Hive.—20. The Lay of
the Mace-Bearers.—21. A Love Song.—22. A Vision.
—23. “Under the Limes.”—24. Tho Angel of Silence.
pART 2.— The Wobblejaw Ballads, bg Anthony
Wobblejaw,
25. The Public Analyst.—26. General Grant’s Re
ception at Folkestone.—27. The Rifle Corps.—28.
Tony’s Lament.—29. The July Bug.—30, The Con
verted Carman.

From The Morning Post,
Tho Morning Post, which strongly recommends the
book in a review nearly a column long, says.—“Comic
literature which honestly deserves tho epithet seems
to be rapidly becoming a thing of the past; conse
quently any writer who, like Mr. Harrison, exhibits a
genuine vein of humour, deserves the praise of all who
are not too stupid to cnioy an innocent laugh. Not
that his muse restricts herself only to such lighter
utterances; on tho contrary, some of his poems touch
on the deepest and most sacred feelings of our common
humanity. . , . The unfortunate Hadji’s narrative
of his adventures amongst the magicians of White
chapel is quite one of the funniest things that has
been published for years. . . . The book contains
quite enough to ensure it a welcomo from which its
tasteful appearance will not detract.” The Morning
Post says of The Wobblejaw Ballads—“ No one can
help laughing at them,” and it says that the rhymes
are pitched in “ something like the same key as The
Bon Gaultier Ballads or The Biglow Papers, with an
appreciably successful result.”
From The Court Journal.
“ All are of marked ability. . . . Occasionally
we find verse of great beauty, showing that the author
possesses the pure poetic gift.”
From The Graphic.
“ Thoso who can appreciate genuine, unforced
humour should not fail to read The Lazy Lays and
Prose Imaginings. Written, printed, published and
reviewed by William n. Harrison (38, Great Russcllstreet. Both tho verses and the short essays are
really funny, and in some of the latter there is a vein
of genial satire which adds oiquancy to tho fun. The
Lay of the Newspaper Editor is capital if rather
severe, and so is The Lay of the Mace-bearers; but one
of the most laughable bits is the Turk’s account of
how he went to be photographed.”

The Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Offico, 33,

Museum-street, London, W.O.

Price Cd. ; post free 7Jd. ; cloth.

Prize Essays.
rpHE PROBABLE EFFECTS OF

-L
SPIRITUALISM UPON THE SOOIAL,
MORAL AND RELIGIOUS CONDITION OF
SOCIETY. Two Essays ty Anna Blackwell and Mr.
O. F. Green.
These Essays won the First and Second Gold
Medals gk the British National Association of
Spiritualists,
The Spiritualist Newspaper Branch Office, 33,
Museum-street, London, W.C.
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Southampton Buildings, Chancery Lane.
Current Accounts opened according to the usual
practice of other Bankers, and interest allowed on the
minimum monthly balances when not drawn below
£25. No Commission charged for keeping accounts.
The Bank also receives money on Deposit at Three
per cent. Interest, repayable upon demand.
I he Bank undertakes for its Customers, free of
charge,. the custody of Deeds, Writings, and other
Sa.nrities and Valuables ; the collection of Bills of
Exchange, Dividends, and Coupons; and the purchase
and sale of Stocks and Shares.
Letters of Credit and Circular Notes issued.
A Pamphlet with full particulars on application.
FRANCIS HAVENSCROFT, Manager.
31st March, 1880.
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HoW TO PURCHASE A PLOT OF
LAND FOBFIVE SHILLINGS PER MONTH
with immediate possession, either for Building or
Gardening purposes. Apply at the Office of the
BIRKBECK FREEHOLD LAND SOCIETY.
A Pamphlet, with full particulars, on application,
FRANCIS HAVENSCHOFT, Manager.
Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane.

T UNACY LAW

REFORM

U ASSOCIATION, 64, Iicrac-rs-street, and 79,
Chancery Lane, London, W C. Attendance at the
last address daily from 2 30 to 4 p.m. Saturdays 1 to 2.
Louisa Lowe and P. T. Blackwell, Esq., Barrister-atLaw, Hon. Secs.

THE TR^^PFED MEDIUM;
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OH THE TWO CLEVER SCEPTICS. A
pamphlet by Christian Rclmcrs—This brochure con
tains a scries of illustrations, setting f orth the exciting
adventures of Professor Molecule, F.R.S., X.Y Z.,
B.I.G.A.S.S., and his assistant. Dr. Protoplaster, in
their investigation of Spiritual Phenomena. It is an
excellent little book for distribution among scientific
men. A review of it in The Spiritualist newspaper
says that the pamphlet displays real genius. Price 6d,
post free 6>d. The Spiritualist Newspaper Branch
Office, 33. Museum-street, London. W.C.

SPIRIT PEOPLE.
A scientifically accurate description of Manifestations
recei tly produced by Spirits, an •
Simultaneously Witnessed by the Author and
Other Observers in London.
By WILLIAM H. HARRISON.
Limp Cloth, red edges. Price Is. ; post free Is. Id.
33, Museum Street, London, W.C.
Or of Messrs. Colby and Rich, 9, Montgomery street
Boston, U.S.
“As a dispassionate scientific man he appears to have
investigated the subject without pre-conceived ideas,
and the result of his examination nas been to identify
his opinions with those of Messrs. Varley, Crooks and
Wallace, in favour not only of the absolute reality of
the phenomena, but also of the genuineness of the com
munications alleged to be given by the spirits of the de
parted. Into the vexed question of a priori objections
to Mr. Harrison’s opinions we shall rotnow enter. We
will only say that his descriptions of facts arc couched
in a moderate and truly scientific spirit, that he ppears to have exhausted every reason able test which his
experience led him to make, and that the whole tone of
the hook (which is singularly free from dogmatic pro
tension) is rigorously logical.”—Public Opinion.
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